
Necromundacon 2006
Results

“Well sure it was a war. And anybody that showed up was 
gonna join Lem Lee in the Hell Of Being Cut To Pieces.”

I like to think Necromundacon 2006 was quite the success!  Thanks to everyone who 
showed up and gave it their all.  Necromundacon 2007 is already in the planning 

stages, and it is going to be much bigger than you can imagine, so go ahead 
and gird your loins now, you’ve been warned...

On to the results:

Our trophy categories were ‘best terrain feature’, ‘best painted gang’, and of course, 
the best overall gang of the day trophy (with a box of miniatures to boot).



Congratulations go to Ray and his gang

BASTARD STEEL

for being the toughest gang of the Hive 
when the dust cleared at the end of the day.



For the BEST TERRAIN feature category
representing a piece of Necromunda territory,

Andy with his VENTS

easily took the top honor of the day

The BEST PAINTED gang category came down to a 
three-way tie between Andy, Mik, and Ray.

In an innovative tie-breaking procedure, 
Andy also walked away with the

BEST PAINTED gang trophy!

Congrats go to Andy for walking away with both trophies!



The gaming area was set up as three different 4’x4’ gaming tables,
each one representing a different Dome in the Underhive.

Red Sector A:  A former Imperial Munitions factory, it was abandoned hundreds of 
years ago as the Underhive’s borders encroached upon it.  Since that time, many 

settlements have come and gone, using the ruins as their foundations.  

Sumpville:  A former industrial water processing plant, Sumpville was surrounded by 
numerous lagoons of semi-fresh water.  Now nothing more than seas of sludge, a 

few of the machines still attempt to churn out potable water for the community.

Machine Town:  No one knows what the rusted machinery scattered among the 
streets of this town were once used for.  Anything that could be carried off or salvaged 
disappeared long ago.  Machine Town has much going for it today, including a thriving 

trading post, electricity, and something that even resembles a local government.  

There were six rounds of gaming between 10am and 10pm.
Before each round, an Arbiter Campaign event was rolled that applied to all games 
played during that round.  Individual rolls were then made at the beginning of each 

game on the Treacherous Conditions table to represent each of the separate domes.

The first four rounds of the day featured head-to-head games simultaneously at each 
of the three tables.  Round five was a multi-gang brawl.  Round six featured one 

three-way game at one dome, and another head-to-head game at another dome.

Here’s the breakdown:

Ray’s BASTARD STEEL (Van Saar) took first place with a 5:1 record.

Chris was hot on his heels in second place with 
CHEM LAB (Delaque) and their 4:2 record.

There was a three-way tie for third, but that’s nothing to brag about 
considering the three gangs all shared a dismal 2:4 record.

Andy’s ONE DAY WONDERS (Orlock)
Mik’s SOUL CROWS (Ratskin Renegades)

Todd, with THE CAULDRON (Escher)

Bringing up the rear, with just four instead of six games under their 
belt, was Jason’s gang, LOGAN’S ZEROES (Van Saar) with a 0:4 record.



Round One:

One Day Wonders vs. The Cauldron
Bastard Steel vs. Logan’s Zeroes

The Soul Crows vs. Chem Lab

Round Two:

The Soul Crows vs. The Cauldron
Bastard Steel vs. One Day Wonders

Chem Lab vs. Logan’s Zeroes

Round Three:

The Soul Crows vs. Bastard Steel
Chem Lab vs. One Day Wonders

The Cauldron vs. Logan’s Zeroes

Round Four:

Bastard Steel vs. The Cauldron
One Day Wonders vs. Logan’s Zeroes

Chem Lab vs. The Soul Crows

Round Five:

A five gang Shootout scenario in the streets of Machine Town between
The Soul Crows, The Cauldron, Bastard Steel, Chem Lab, and One Day Wonders

Winner:  One Day Wonders

Round Six:

Chem Lab vs. The Cauldron
&

A three gang Scavengers scenario between One Day Wonders,
Bastard Steel, and the Soul Crows

Winner:  Bastard Steel



Here’s some pics of the gangs and terrain pieces entered:

Jason’s Van Saar gang, Logan’s Zeroes:

Chris’ Delaque gang, Chem Lab:



Todd’s Escher gang, The Cauldron:

Mik’s Ratskin Renegades, The Soul Crows,
and his terrain entry, a Settlement:



Chris’ Chem Pit terrain entry:

A combined entry at 2’x2’, Jason and Todd’s Mine Workings:



Ray’s massive terrain entry, the Drinking Hole:

Andy’s Terrain, the Vents:      


